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Fire Tracker: Follow wildfires across the state on interactive maps Latest updates on Bay
Area fires and wildfires burning across Northern California and Southern California. Interactive map showing acres burned and containment of fires.
Tracker: The latest on wildfires across the state

This interactive map developed in The San Francisco Chronicle newsroom provides information on wildfires burning across California and past fire seasons.
Bay Briefing: A housing war on the water But now, the state has put pressure on the regional agency to enforce its own rules that say boaters who enter Richardson Bay must leave after 72 hours, and after
seven days can return for another 72 hours. The

Biden backs bill to end Iraq war military authorization
Biden backs Lee's bill to end 2002 war authorization By Tal Kopan
WASHINGTON - President Biden on Monday formally endorsed a bill from Oakland Rep. Lee has been at the vanguard of the movement to end what Stanford baseball to play at Texas
Tech in super regional DIGEST
Stanford one step from Omaha Staff and News Services
Stanford needed more than four hours to put away UC Irvine 11-8 at Sunken Diamond on Monday night to win its regional.
This marks the Cardinal's Sausalito's housing war is happening on the water. There, at the small rocky cove hidden behind Marinship Park, was the scene of the latest battle in what
has become a decades-long war between the anchorage community and the regional agency that enforces rules.
is a polished collection of depressing visions

Every scene, except for masses of prisoners of war trudging to Siberia, was shot in Andersson's Stockholm studio with ingenious high-tech and
traditional methods. Lots of very impressive filmmaking is on

Stanford baseball, seeded 9th overall, hosts North Dakota State in regional opener Against Cal, Oregon and
Oregon State the past three weeks, Beck allowed a total of four runs on 10 hits in 25 innings. North Dakota State 's RPI is 96 and Stanford's is 13. The winner of the Stanford baseball
to face Texas Tech, capacity crowd, in super regional. Because of the coronavirus pandemic, the Cardinal played only three games this season - against Arizona State at Phoenix Municipal Stadium in
mid-April - in front of more than 1,000 fans. Stanford (36-15)

New legal challenge revives 'huge war' over Hunters Point's toxic legacy. Parts of the former Navy shipyard were
contaminated during the Cold War by fallout from ships brought there after atomic-bomb tests. "There is simultaneously a huge war with the housing and environmental
California's only boat-in state park is the perfect summer escape. Unlike the state's reservoirs, the lakes here are always full. The surrounding landscape is oak woodlands edged by endless water, a primary habitat for
migratory songbirds, shorebirds and bald eagles. As

California's housing bill was intended to strike a compromise between warring factions. Lawmakers try to ease state's housing
crisis By Alexei Koseff

SACRAMENTO - After a contentious plan to compel denser residential construction around public transit and in wealthy suburbs failed last year, a
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